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This paper considers data from centrifuge model tests on pile groups in silica sand involving lateral one-way cyclic
loading. The influence of cyclic load amplitude, pile spacing within the pile group and number of cycles on the
observed response are highlighted. Investigating the contribution of each pile on the lateral capacity shows leading
row piles exhibit highest bending moments and attract larger loads due to ‘shadowing’ effects. Cyclic loading results
in a subtle change of the load distribution within the pile group, with the load gradually shifting from the leading
to the trailing piles as the number of cycles increases. The effect of cyclic loading on the initial stiffness of the
p–y curves is more significant; initial stiffness reduces with increasing number of loading cycles at a rate that is
higher in the leading row than in the trailing row. The changes in load distribution are quantified using simple
analytical equations that may be used in design.

Notation
Cu coefficient of uniformity
D outer diameter of the model pile
Di internal diameter of the model pile
d50 mean grain size
e void ratio of the soil
emax maximum void ratio of the soil
emin minimum void ratio of the soil
Fx,i pile head force of individual pile i within

the pile group
Gs specific gravity of soil
H lateral load
Hcyc peak-to-peak amplitude for horizontal loading
Hmax maximum horizontal load
Hmean mean horizontal load
Hmin minimum horizontal load
Hult ultimate lateral load of a single pile
ID relative density of the soil
k initial stiffness from p–y curves
kN=1 initial stiffness during first cycle
kN=n initial stiffness during nth cycle
L pile length
Lp pile embedment length
M bending moment
Mmax maximum bending moment
Mmax,1 maximum bending moment during first cycle
Mmax,N maximum bending moment during nth cycle
N cycle number

np number of piles in the pile group
p lateral pressure on the pile shaft
qc cone penetration resistance
s pile centre-to-centre spacing
T time
t wall thickness of model pile
tα factor to estimate αLoad after Equation 5
y lateral displacement
yN=1 maximum lateral displacement during first cycle
yN=n maximum lateral displacement during nth cycle
z depth
αLoad load distribution factor for static loading
αLoad,1 load distribution factor for cyclic loading during

first cycle
γ unit weight of soil
γmax maximum unit weight of soil
γmin minimum unit weight of soil
ζb, ζc cyclic loading parameters
ΣFx,i sum of pile head forces for all piles in the pile group
σv0′ vertical effective stress
ϕc critical state friction angle

1. Introduction
Understanding the response of pile foundations under cyclic
loading is of importance in civil engineering design, including
structures for transport infrastructure (Berger et al., 2003),
where annual temperature changes result in expansion and
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contraction loading cycles – for example integral bridges
without joints and bearings (Figure 1).

The behaviour of both fine- and coarse-grained soils under
cyclic loading is complex (Wichtmann, 2016). For example,
lateral cyclic loading on piles in sand has been shown to lead
to both densification and loosening of the surrounding soil
depending on the relative density of the soil (Reese and Van
Impe, 2011).

Design codes (Eurocode; DIN EN 1997-1:2014 (BV, 2014))
and guidelines (e.g. German EA-P; DGGT, 2012) do not
provide a standard procedure for pile group design under
lateral cyclic loading. As a result, engineering practice uses
global reduction factors based on modifications to the mono-
tonic loading conditions, which have neither analytically nor
empirically been justified (Schiefer et al., 2006). A better
understanding of pile group behaviour under lateral cyclic
loading is therefore required to establish a more accurate pre-
diction of the behaviour of these types of foundations.

Cyclic loading can be characterised as either one-way or two-
way, where one-way cyclic loading is uni-directional with no
load reversal and two-way cyclic loading is bi-directional with
load reversals in each cycle. To categorise cyclic loads relative
to the ultimate lateral capacity of a single pile, Hult, LeBlanc
et al. (2010) introduced the cyclic loading parameters, ζb and
ζc for single piles, which are extended in this paper adding a
parameter, np for pile groups

1: ζ b ¼
Hmax

npHult
and ζ c ¼

Hmin

Hmax

where np is the number of piles within the pile group and Hmin

and Hmax are the minimum and maximum load during one
cycle.

There is a rather limited number of experimental studies on
laterally loaded pile groups involving cyclic loading. Different
design approaches are pursued: ‘global’ approaches focus on
the overall behaviour, such as accumulation of pile head displa-
cements or the evolution of the maximum bending moment.
The relation of lateral pressure and displacements at certain
depths is expressed by p–y curves (Reese et al., 1974) and can
be categorised as a ‘local’ approach. Brown et al. (1987, 1988)
described large-scale tests on closely spaced (s/D=3, where s is
the distance between piles and D is the pile diameter) 3� 3
pile groups in clay (Brown et al., 1987) and sand (Brown et al.,
1988). In both soils, two-way cyclic, displacement controlled
loading was applied to the pile group for up to 200 cycles at
different load levels. These studies show that two-way cyclic
loading caused a slight reduction in the lateral capacity in
sand, but a more significant reduction in clay. This was attribu-
ted to compensating densification effects from the cyclic
loading in sand (which limited the potential reduction in
lateral capacity), and detrimental gapping at the pile–clay
interface, noting that these tests were in overconsolidated
clay, in which there is a higher potential for a gap to form
(Mana et al., 2013). Nevertheless, due to shadowing effects
(overlapping shear zones), the impact on load distribution
within the pile group is more significant in coarse-grained
soils. As a possible tool for the design of pile groups, Brown
et al. (1988) proposed the ‘p-multiplier’ concept, where multi-
pliers are used to adjust the p–y curves of a single pile to
predict the behaviour of a pile group. The concept and the
established multipliers were shown to work well for the pile
group in their study, but further evidence would be needed
to verify the appropriateness of these multipliers for other pile
group configurations, loading characteristics and soil types.
Furthermore, the investigation focused solely on the pile rows,
where the position of the piles within a row and the load trans-
fer between those piles remains unconsidered.

Klüber (1988) carried out an extensive small-scale experi-
mental study on the behaviour of pile groups in dry sand. The
experiments, which involved monotonic loading for all pile
groups and one-way cyclic loading for selected pile group
configurations, indicated that the ratio of the accumulation of
displacements was comparable for single piles and pile groups.
A distinction is made between rigid and slender piles, where
rigid piles transfer loads to the soil over the whole embedment
length whereas for slender piles load transfer occurs mainly
over the upper length of the embedded pile.

From this study, Klüber (1988) deduced load distribution
factors, αLoad (Equation 2) applicable to horizontally loaded

Cyclic movement
Summer positionWinter position

Abutment
Pillar

Superstructure

Pile cap

Figure 1. Cyclic deformations of the superstructure and effects
on the foundation (source: after Berger et al., 2003)
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double symmetric pile groups with uniform pile spacing, and
showed that these remain the same for monotonic loading
and cyclic loading

2: αLoad ¼ Fx;iP
Fx;i

where Fx,i is the lateral force at the head of the individual pile,
i, within the pile group and ∑Fx,i is the sum of the pile head
forces for all piles in the pile group (equivalent to the peak-to-
peak amplitude Hcyc).

Two main deformation modes to describe the increase in pile
head displacement under cyclic lateral loading are defined by
Hettler (1981) and Poulos (1982)

(a) ‘Shakedown’, where deformations accumulate with
increasing load cycles, obeying a logarithmic law.
Commonly this mode is related to drained, cyclic loading,
where strength and stiffness of the soil increase due to
densification.

(b) ‘Cyclic soil degradation’ (Poulos, 1982) or ‘incremental
collapse’ (Hettler, 1981), where displacements increase
almost linearly with the number of cycles.

Hettler (1981) showed that both modes occurred for laterally
loaded single piles under drained conditions and mainly
depend on the size of the cyclic load amplitude.

Rakotonindriana (2009) carried out an extensive study on the
lateral cyclic behaviour of single piles and a 2� 2 pile group.
The pile group tests considered the influence of pile spacing
and relative density on the lateral response of the pile group.
Cyclic tests on a pile group (s/D=3) applying different modes
of one-way cyclic loading (ζc≥ 0) for up to 5000 cycles showed
that displacements were higher for higher values of ζc.
Deformations increased beyond the 5000 investigated cycles,
whereas a higher relative density led to a smaller rate of
accumulation. Strain measurements along the pile shaft
allowed for the derivation of p–y curves at various depths. The
tests showed that shadowing effects caused higher lateral
pressure in the leading row than in the trailing row and that
the lateral pressure reduced with increasing number of cycles.

Li et al. (2010) conducted centrifuge tests on a 2� 2 pile group
(s/D=4) in dry sand and investigated the influence of different
installation methods (e.g. cyclic and monotonic jacking) as well
as the influence of one- and two-way cyclic loading. Similar to
Brown et al. (1988), Li et al. (2010) showed that shadowing
effects causes the leading row to attract higher pile head loads
than the trailing row. Li et al. (2010) also showed that the dis-
placement of the pile group was more significant under one-way
cyclic loading than under two-way cyclic loading.

Other investigations such as Moss et al. (1998),
Chandrasekaran et al. (2008, 2010) and Basack (2010) focused
mainly on pile groups in clay. Moss et al. (1998) reported
results from 1 g, two-way cyclic tests on a small scale 1� 5
pile row (piles located parallel to the loading direction) and
developed an empirical approach based on dimensionless
factors. Moss et al. (1998) admit that this approach cannot be
viewed as generally applicable and is only transferable to other
geometries and soil properties under certain conditions.
Chandrasekaran et al. (2008, 2010) focused on the influence of
pile spacing, where configurations with s/D=3 to s/D=9 were
investigated. Group-interaction recognisable up to s/D=7,
beyond which the individual pile response was comparable to a
single pile. One of the intentions of the 1 g model tests of
Basack (2010) was to analyse the influence of the frequency of
two-way cyclic loading on the bearing behaviour of a 2� 2 pile
group in clay. According to Wichtmann (2005), the influence
of the loading frequency on non-cohesive soils under drained
conditions is small and negligible.

Recommendations on the design of piles under cyclic
loading have been summarised in the sollicitations cycliques des
monopieux d’éoliennes offshore (SOLCYP) project (Puech and
Garnier, 2017). The SOLCYP recommendations focus on the
behaviour of single piles subjected to cyclic axial and lateral
loading, but do not consider the cyclic behaviour of pile groups.

In summary, there is a considerable degree of uncertainty on
the effect of lateral cyclic loading on pile groups in sand. This
paper attempts to improve the understanding of the behaviour
of pile groups in sand under drained lateral cyclic loading
through a series of centrifuge tests.

2. Experimental details

2.1 General Remarks
The centrifuge tests described below were carried out in the
40 g-t, 1·8 m radius beam centrifuge located at the University
of Western Australia (Randolph et al., 1991). The acceleration
was set to 100 g at a radius, R=1·60 m (angular velocity,
ω=24·75 rad/s), such that at the sample surface (R=1·56 m)
the acceleration level was 97·4 g and at the base at the piles
(R=1·675 m) the acceleration level was 104·7 g.

The test programme comprised monotonic, one- and two-way
cyclic lateral loading on single piles and one-way cyclic lateral
loading on pile groups. This paper focuses on the tests on pile
groups, while the results from the tests on single piles subjected
to cyclic loading are reported in Niemann et al. (2017, 2018)

2.2 Experimental arrangement
The pile group was connected to the vertical axis of a two-
dimensional electrical actuator by way of a bending leg and
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axial load cell as shown in Figure 2. The actuator allows
motion along both the vertical and horizontal axes; the hori-
zontal axis was used in displacement control in the monotonic
tests and in load control in the cyclic tests, whereas the vertical
axis was used in load control to maintain a constant vertical
load on the pile group. In this series of tests, the vertical load
was maintained at zero throughout the tests to model the
scenario where the pile group has the lowest resistance
(Karthigeyan et al., 2006). Horizontal loading was applied by
way of a hinge located at the centre of the pile group, 40 mm
above the sample surface. The hinge ensured that the top of
the pile group was free to rotate in the direction of loading,
such that the moment at this load application point was zero.
Horizontal displacements were measured using the optical
encoder on the horizontal axis of the actuator, and the vertical
load was measured using an ‘S-type’ axial load cell. The hori-
zontal load on the pile group was calculated from bending
measurements from strain gauges located on the bending leg,
assuming linear moment distribution between the strain
gauges, using the same technique as adopted in numerous
other experimental studies involving a combination of vertical
and horizontal loading (Boylan et al., 2014; Cassidy et al.,
2009; Kong et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2013). From the strain
measurements taken during the tests, the deflection curves and
subsequently bending moments, shear forces, lateral pressures
and p–y curves have been derived assuming Bernoulli’s beam
theory (Reese and Van Impe, 2011). The known boundary
conditions to determine the deflection curves of the piles are
assumed to be the point of rotation of the approximately rigid

pile (i.e. change of sign in the distribution of the lateral
pressure) and the total displacement of the pile cap. An appro-
priate approach to calculate shear forces, lateral pressure and
deflection curves from the distribution of bending moments
using polynomial and quintic spline functions is described in
Rosquoët et al. (2007). The approach in the current work uses
a least-squares interpolation between six layers of strain gauges
leading to a fifth-degree polynomial function (Equation 3)
to describe the bending moment distribution for each instru-
mented pile.

3: M zð Þ ¼ a1z5 þ a2z4 þ a3z3 þ a4z2 þ a5zþ a6

where a1–a6 are fitting constants and z the depth.

The model pile group consisted of five piles (np = 5); two in
the leading row, two in the trailing row and one centre pile
(see Figure 3). Three piles were instrumented with six pairs of
strain gauges at the depths shown in Figure 3. The centrifuge
tests used circular model piles that were fabricated from
aluminium to have a diameter, D=10 mm, a length,
L=130 mm and a wall thickness, t=1 mm. A cap at the base
of the pile prevented soil entering the interior of the pile
during installation. The surface of the piles was sand blasted,
such that the pile interface was comparable to bored piles in
situ. The embedment length of the piles was Lp = 115 mm
(Lp/D=11·5).

The pile cap was a rigid cruciform plate, fabricated from stain-
less steel to have an edge length of 125 mm and a thickness of
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Figure 2. Experimental set-up (not to scale)
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10 mm (see Figure 3). Each pile was connected to the pile cap
by way of a threaded connection, such that the connection
between each pile and the pile cap could be considered rigid.
The pile cap had provision for a number of pile connection
locations, such that the same pile cap could be used in all tests
with s/D varying between 3 and 5.

2.3 Test soil and sample preparation
The experiments were conducted in a fine-to-medium sub-
angular silica sand, with properties as summarised in Table 1.
The ratio of pile diameter to mean particle size is D/d50 = 52,
which, in the context of potential particle-size effect, is similar
to that adopted in other studies (Li et al., 2010), and above the
minimum threshold for particle-size effects, D/d50 = 44 estab-
lished by Nunez et al. (1988) and close to the D/d50 > 60 con-
dition recommended by Remaud (1999). Two samples were
prepared using the air pluviation technique to achieve repeata-
ble medium dense sand samples. The surface of each sample
was vacuum levelled in order to achieve a level surface and to

facilitate estimation of the sample density from measurements
of the sample mass and volume. These measurements resulted
in a relative density, ID=45% for both samples. Before any
testing was undertaken, each centrifuge sample was spun to
100 g and repeated a number of times to ‘shakedown’ the rela-
tive density to a steady value.

Two cone-penetration tests (CPTs) were conducted in the first
sample in advance of the cyclic tests using a 7 mm diameter
model cone penetrometer. The profiles of penetration resist-
ance, qc, with depth are shown in Figure 4 in prototype and
model scale. The two profiles correspond to different locations
and are in good agreement, particularly over the upper 80 mm
in model scale. Given this level of agreement and that the
same global relative density was achieved in both samples,
CPTs were not undertaken in the second sample.

Figure 4 also shows depth profiles of relative density calculated
using the Schneider and Lehane (2006) correlation between
penetration resistance and relative density for centrifuge
samples

4: ID¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qc

250σ0
v0

r

where qc is the penetration resistance and σ′v0 is the initial ver-
tical effective stress.

After approximately six cone diameters (4 m) Equation 4
results in ID= 0·47 to ID=0·49, which is in reasonable agree-
ment with ID=0·45 as established from global measurements
of the sample mass and volume before spinning in the
centrifuge.

Table 1. Sand properties (after Bienen et al., 2012)

Parameter

Mean particle size: mm d50 0·19
Maximum void ratio: dimensionless emax 0·79
Minimum void ratio: dimensionless emin 0·49
Critical state friction angle: ° ϕcv 30°
Specific gravity: dimensionless Gs 2·65
Minimum unit weight: kN/m3 γmin 14·9
Maximum unit weight: kN/m3 γmax 18·0
Coefficient of uniformity: dimensionless CU 1·9
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Figure 4. Profile of cone-penetration resistance qc and relative density ID (prototype scale)
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2.4 Test programme and procedures
The aim of the tests was to examine the influence of loading
amplitude, Hcyc, and pile spacing, s, on the lateral capacity of
the pile group. The test programme for the pile groups is sum-
marised in Table 2 and the loading regime is shown in
Figure 5.

A monotonic single pile test has been carried out to provide
a reference for the pile group tests; the load amplitude in
the cyclic pile group tests was scaled from the ultimate lateral
load, Hult, measured at the pile head in the monotonic single
pile test.

The pile group was jacked into the soil at 1 g as the installation
resistance at the testing acceleration of 100 g would have been
beyond the 7 kN capacity of the actuator. This installation
approach is believed to be comparable to bored piles in the
field (Li et al., 2010). After installation of the pile group,
the centrifuge was spun to 100 g and the pile group was
loaded. A loading frequency of 0·1 Hz was selected to ensure
that the load control was not compromised by limitations on
the feedback control loop or the maximum actuator speed.
The data were acquired at a sampling frequency of 10 Hz.

After completion of a test, the centrifuge was stopped and
the pile group was relocated within the sample. A minimum
distance of s/D=8 (in the loading direction) and s/D=6
(perpendicular to the loading direction) was maintained
between pile groups and between the pile group and the
strongbox wall, respectively, for all tests to minimise potential
interaction and boundary effects (see Klüber, 1988).

3. Test results

3.1 Lateral monotonic loading test on a single pile
Prior to the cyclic tests on pile groups, a monotonic load test
was conducted on a single pile (with the same geometry as the
piles within the pile group) to determine the ultimate capacity,
Hult, of a single pile. The monotonic test was conducted by
loading the pile head in displacement control at a velocity of
0·2 mm/s.

The results from this monotonic test are provided in Figure 6,
which shows the load–displacement response at the pile head
(1·5 m above the sample surface). The results in Figure 6 –

and all results presented throughout the remainder of the
paper – are in prototype scale unless specified otherwise.

In this paper, the ultimate lateral load was defined as
Hult = 2 MN, which is between 7 and 20% of the values calcu-
lated using the approaches of Kempfert (1989), Slack and
Walker (1970) and Broms (1964), which gave Hult = 1·86 MN,
Hult = 1·90 MN and Hult = 2·40 MN, respectively.

3.2 Results of lateral cyclic loading test
on pile group

3.2.1 Horizontal displacement
Example results from two lateral cyclic loading tests (PG_02_3
and PG_04_3) on pile groups are shown in Figure 7. The

Table 2. Test programme for cyclic loading of pile groups

Name of
test

Number
of cycles

Magnitude of
cyclic loading

Load
symmetry

Pile
spacing

N ζb ζc s/D

PG_02_3 500 0·2 0·0 3
PG_04_3 500 0·4 0·0 3
PG_02_4 500 0·2 0·0 4
PG_04_4 500 0·4 0·0 4
PG_02_5 500 0·2 0·0 5
PG_04_5 500 0·4 0·0 5

ζb = 0·4

ζb = 0·2
ζc = 0·0

+

–

10 s T

Figure 5. One-way cyclic loading
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y: m
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Figure 6. Monotonic loading: pile head load against
displacement
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load–displacement responses in Figure 7 exhibit the hysteretic
behaviour that is characteristic of cyclic loading, and also
confirm that the load control during the tests was of high
quality. The load–displacement hysteresis evident for both
cyclic load amplitudes implies accumulating deformations with
number of cycles, N.

This is more clearly demonstrated by Figure 8, which shows
the evolution of the displacement ratio, yN=n/yN=1 for all pile
group tests, where yN=n and yN=1 are the lateral displacements
in cycle number n and 1 respectively. Figure 8 shows that the
displacement behaviour is dependent on both the cyclic load
amplitude and the pile spacing.

At small cyclic load amplitudes (ζb = 0·2), the pile groups
with a pile spacing of s/D=4 and s/D=5 behave similarly,
with a relatively low displacement ratio, yN=n/yN=1, that
evolves with cycle number to an almost stable state (shake-
down, e.g. Poulos, 1982) and at an accumulated displacement

of yN=500/yN=1= 1·03 after a few cycles (PG_02_4 and
PG_02_5). A higher displacement ratio of yN=500/yN=1=1·13
was measured in the low cyclic load amplitude test with a
smaller spacing (s/D=3, PG_02_03). Similar to the low cyclic
load amplitude tests, at a higher amplitude (ζb = 0·4), displace-
ments accumulated with shakedown, for each spacing ratio
(PG_04_3, PG_04_4 and PG_04_5) although the magnitude
of displacement was higher.

The pile group displacement response is different for each pile
spacing ratio, with an increase in displacement as s/D reduces:
yN=500/yN=1 = 1·17 for s/D=5, yN=500/yN=1= 1·22 for s/D=4
and yN=500/yN=1 = 1·33 for s/D=3. These limiting displacement
ratios (at N=500) appear to be lower than previously
reported – for example yN=n/yN=1 = 1·38 at N=60 (Li et al.,
2010, ID=0·83), yN=n/yN=1 = 1·38 (flexible piles) and 1·75
(rigid piles) at N≤ 35 (Klüber, 1988, ID=0·86) – although the
comparisons are somewhat hampered by uncertainties on the
relative magnitude of the cyclic load amplitude and variations
in the pile spacing ratio. From tests in medium dense to dense
soil samples, Rakotonindriana (2009) deduced logarithmic
functions to describe accumulating displacements. An evalu-
ation of these logarithmic functions for N=500 leads to a
ratio of yN=500/yN=1= 1·43 (ID=0·53) and yN=500/yN=1 = 1·30
(ID=0·81), respectively.

3.2.2 Bending behaviour
The bending behaviour of the instrumented piles of the pile
group subjected to cyclic loading was derived from the strain
gauge measurements along the pile shaft (Figure 3). Example
bending moment profiles are given in Figure 9 (test PG_04_3)
for the different pile positions within the group, and at cycle
numbers, N=1, 10, 100 and 500. The bending moment distri-
bution has its maximum value at approximately z=−5 m,
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which was the case for all pile group tests conducted. The vari-
ation in the maximum bending moment at z=−5 m, Mmax,
with cycle number, N, is quantified in Figure 10 for piles at
different positions within the pile group and for different com-
binations of cyclic load amplitude and pile spacing. Mmax is
the highest in the leading row piles and approximately equal
in the centre pile and in the trailing row piles, but lower than
in the leading row due to shadowing effects. Figure 10 implies
that higher values of Mmax result when the pile groups are
more closely spaced and when the cyclic load amplitude is
higher, especially evident for the leading row piles.

Changes of the maximum measured bending moment at
z=−5 m due to cyclic loading are investigated by the ratio,
Mmax,N/Mmax,1, plotted against the logarithm of cycle number,
log N in Figure 11, which quantifies the change in the maxi-
mum bending moment between cycle N and the first cycle.

As cycle number increased, the maximum bending moment
decreased for all pile positions in tests PG_02_4 and PG_02_5
(e.g. the leading row piles in test PG_02_4 show a reduction of
about 35% after 500 cycles). In test PG_02_3, the maximum
bending moment in the leading and trailing rows decrease,
whereas a slight increase in the maximum bending moment of
the centre pile occurred after approximately 100 cycles. The
higher cyclic load amplitude results in an increase in Mmax,

N/Mmax,1 for the centre pile (e.g. 20% for centre pile in test
PG_04_4). This trend is also evident for the leading row,
although the behaviour is more complex at the higher cyclic
load amplitude for these piles, with Mmax,N/Mmax,1 initially
reducing and then increasing (e.g. PG_04_05). The behaviour
at the higher cyclic load amplitude is also complex for the
trailing row pile, with Mmax,N/Mmax,1 initially increasing and
then decreasing (e.g. PG_04_4).
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A similar response was reported by Zhu et al. (2016) for a lat-
erally loaded single pile, with the maximum bending moment
during cyclic loading initially increasing and then decreasing.
They attributed the initial increase in Mmax to loosening of the
soil (dilative behaviour) and the subsequent decrease to densifi-
cation (contractive behaviour).

3.2.3 Load distribution
The lateral load acting on each pile head can be determined
by differentiating the measured bending moment distribution.

Investigations by Schmidt (1984, 1986) and Klüber (1988)
have shown that the contribution of the individual piles of a
horizontally loaded pile group with a rigid cap (i.e. equal
lateral pile head displacement) to the load transfer varies sig-
nificantly. Based on these investigations, an approach to esti-
mate the load distribution factor, αLoad, (see (Equation 2) was
developed (DGGT, 2012). αLoad is used to distribute the load
on individual piles with respect to their position within a
‘double symmetric’ pile group under monotonic loading and
the distance to other surrounding piles.

To analyse the influence of cyclic loading on the load distri-
bution factor for tests PG_02_3 and PG_04_3, Figure 12
plots the cyclic load distribution factor, αLoad, against the
logarithm of cycle number, log N. Since the curves are almost
parallel it is concluded that the cyclic load amplitude has
no significant influence on changes in αLoad. Analysis of the
remaining tests (Figure 13) is made by considering mean
values of αLoad from the two investigated cyclic load ampli-
tudes (ζb = 0·2; ζb = 0·4).

Evidently, αLoad (and hence the lateral force at the pile head)
reduces with cycle number in the leading row, but increases for
the centre pile and for piles in the trailing row. This indicates
that a shift in the load distribution within the pile group takes
place during cyclic loading, which can be ascribed to densifica-
tion and loosening effects in the soil around the piles, a
phenomenon that has already been observed by evaluating the
cyclic changes of the maximum bending moments.

The load distribution factor, αLoad, due to cyclic loading can
be described as a the following logarithmic function

5: αLoadðNÞ ¼ tα log Nð Þ þ αLoad;1

where αLoad,1 is the load distribution factor for monotonic
loading and tα is a constant that describes the change in load
distribution with cycle number, N. The data in Figure 13 are
fitted by Equation 5 using tα=−0·005 to tα=−0·01 for the
leading row, tα=0·001 to tα=0·008 for the centre pile and
tα=0·002 to tα=0·006 for the trailing row.

It is noteworthy that the low values of tα lead to only minor
changes in the head load distribution with cycle number,
which is consistent with the findings of Klüber (1988) and
Rakotonindriana (2009). Assuming a 50 year lifetime for an
integral bridge, yearly temperature cycles would result in
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50 cycles over the bridge’s lifetime. Based on the observations
from these centrifuge tests, for a pile in the leading row, αLoad
would reduce by around 10%, whereas for the centre pile and
for a pile in the trailing row, αLoad, would increase by 2 and
7%, respectively. Although such small changes in αLoad do not
warrant consideration in design, for structures with much
larger numbers of cycles (e.g. pile group supported onshore
wind turbines) the changes in αLoad may be sufficiently signifi-
cant to require consideration during the design.

3.2.4 Cyclic p–y response
The p–y response of the piles in the group is evaluated at the
levels along the piles where the strain gauges are applied. P(z)
is the soil reaction, obtained by the second differentiation of
the bending moment distribution along the pile shaft and y(z)
is the lateral displacement of the pile, established by double
integration of the bending moments.

Example p–y curves for static (N=1) loading and at different
depths are provided in Figure 14, which shows the response
of the leading row pile from test PG_02_3. At shallow depths
(z=−1·00 m and z=−2·00 m) the p–y curves are non-linear,
whereas at greater depths the response is approximately
linear for the investigated range of horizontal displacements.
Figure 15 compares measurements and back analysis, applying
the p–y curves of bending moments and deflection curves for
the leading row pile from test PG_02_3. The reasonable agree-
ment between measurements and analysis indicates that the
assumptions made for the boundary conditions to determine
the deflection curves of the piles are plausible. In general, and
for the range of displacements associated with these
tests, the lateral pressure increases with depth. According to
Reese et al. (1974), the linear section of the p–y curves can be
described as a function of depth, z, pile diameter, D, and
initial stiffness, k

6: p y; zð Þ ¼ kz
y
D

To analyse the effect of cyclic loading on the p–y curves, the
maximum lateral pressure, p, and the lateral displacement, y,
are evaluated at the peak load in selected cycles. An example
for two different tests is provided in Figure 16, showing the
p–y curves at N=1, N=10, N=100 and N=500. The p–y
response at low cyclic load amplitudes (PG_02_3) is character-
ised by decreasing lateral pressure, p, and increasing displace-
ments, y. For the leading row pile in test PG_04_3, the lateral
displacement also increases, but the lateral pressure decreases
over the first 100 cycles before increasing. In both tests, these
results indicate a reduction of the initial stiffness, k, (in
Equation 5) by approximately 20–30%.

Figure 17 shows the variation of the initial stiffness with cycle
number, N (in semi-logarithmic scale), for each pile row and
different pile spacing using the ratio, kN=n/kN=1, where kN= n

and kN=1 are the initial stiffnesses in cycle number n and 1,
respectively. For leading row piles and the centre pile under
small cyclic load amplitudes, the initial stiffness decreases with
increasing number of cycles, irrespective of the pile spacing
ratio. This is particularly the case for larger pile spacing ratios,
for which the initial stiffness tends to decrease significantly for
the leading row by approximately 35% (PG_02_5) to 40%
(PG_02_4). Although changes in displacements are small for
these tests, the lateral pressure and thus the initial stiffness
reduces significantly.

At larger cyclic load amplitudes, the initial stiffness of the
leading row piles reduces within the first 100 cycles and then
stabilises or even increases moderately. For the centre pile, the
initial stiffness remains almost constant, whereas for the trail-
ing row piles the initial stiffness remains tolerably constant
over the initial ten cycles (N≤ 10) and then typically reduces
with increasing cycles. In contrast, Rakotonindriana (2009)
evaluated the p–y response of a 2� 2 pile group, and showed a
significant reduction of the initial stiffness within the first 100
cycles, followed by a trend of stabilisation for higher number of
cycles (between N=1000 and N=5000) for both leading and
trailing row piles.

Assuming the same 50 cycles for the lifetime of an integral
bridge considered earlier, a reduction of the initial stiffness of
the leading row piles by around 30% appears plausible. In
addition, the initial stiffness of the trailing row piles and the
centre pile can decrease by up to 10 and 25%, respectively,
depending on the load amplitudes.

4. Conclusions
This paper examines the response of a pile group in sand to
drained lateral one-way cyclic loading through a series of
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centrifuge model tests conducted at 100 g using a pile group
with five piles. The main findings from this study are as follows

& Shakedown behaviour was observed in all tests. However,
the displacement accumulation of the pile group was
higher when the piles were more closely spaced and when
the cyclic load amplitude was higher. Displacements were
low and stabilised within the first 20 cycles for the higher
pile groups spacings (s/D=4 and 5) and at lower cyclic
load amplitudes. Higher displacements were measured in
the tests at larger cyclic load amplitudes but also for the
closely spaced pile group (s/D=3) at low cyclic load
amplitudes. In general, the highest incremental
displacements occurred within the first 100 cycles, which
may have implications for design, e.g. for integral bridges.

& The maximum bending moment in the centre and leading
row piles was approximately equal and lower than in the
leading row due to shadowing effects caused by the
geometry of the pile group.

& Decreases in Mmax,N/Mmax,1is attributed to densification of
the surrounding soil and increases to loosening.

& Cyclic loading resulted in a change of the load distribution
within the pile group, with the load gradually shifting from
the leading to the trailing piles as the number of cycles
increased. The effect was apparent, yet subtle for the
500 cycles considered in these centrifuge tests.

& Cyclic loading has a more significant effect on the initial
stiffness, deduced from the p–y curves. The initial stiffness
typically reduces with cycle number, irrespective of the pile
position within the group and the pile spacing. Under the
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one-way cyclic loading investigated in the current tests, the
most significant reduction was in the leading row.

& Simple logarithmic functions have been to quantify the
expected change in load distribution due to cyclic loading.
These functions are intended as the first step towards a
more rational and general design approach for lateral
cyclic loading of pile groups in sand. Additional model
tests investigating other sand types and densities, and other
cyclic loading scenarios will provide more certainty on the
validity of the proposed functions.
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